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[1] Depending on the country, the penetration of the Birdchain service and the value of Birdchain token. The holders of Birdchain token will not receive 
any payments from Birdchain and any payments, if at all, will come from third parties wishing to purchase the Birdchain token.

The Birdchain service will allow regular people to automatically sell their unused SMS messages to

businesses. It will reduce the price of A2P SMS service by up to 6 times for businesses and it will create

an opportunity for people to earn up to 300[1] euros per month.

ABSTRACT

We are a part of a well-established application-to-person (A2P) SMS business with almost 10 years 

of experience in the market. We belong to a company called Vertex which owns several other business 

companies and operates an A2P SMS aggregation business as VertexSMS.  

The idea of Birdchain was born in search for solutions for A2P SMS market flaws: indecent pricing, 

tormentingly low SMS delivery speed, poor service quality of both operators and aggregators, closed 

market, little to none innovations, too many corporate middlemen, an almost complete lack of transparency, 

and many others. 

After a while we understood that all these drawbacks can only be eliminated by changing the fundamental 

market rules. We chose to innovate with blockchain because transparency is its core idea. We decided 

to create Birdchain.

Birdchain is a blockchain-based (r)evolution of services we currently provide. It tackles two problems 

at the same time:

Firstly, despite the fact that almost all mobile phone owners have unlimited SMS plans or get 

large amounts of free SMSs every month, almost nobody uses SMS messages. Today, people 

communicate via instant messaging apps, which means that every month billions of free SMS 

messages are wasted simply because they are not used;

43
TRILLION

SMS sent in 2016

56
TRILLION

SMS sent in 2017

+
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[2] Depending on the country.

Secondly, businesses pay up to 8 euro cents[2]  per single SMS to send promotional or transactional 

messages to their clients. Although the price of the service is indecently high and corporate 

middlemen keep rising it every year, the quality of service is declining (lower delivery speed, 

messages are delivered too late, and only a part of all the possible recipients get the messages).

For people Birdchain will be an instant messaging app which will automatically sell unused SMSs to 

businesses. All they will have to do is download the Birdchain app and set the maximum number of 

messages to send.  Almost instantly the app will start sending transactional or promotional SMSs 

automatically in the background of the app. Birdchain will never send messages to Birdchain app user 

contacts. 

Birdchain will only facilitate the A2P SMS distribution service, NOT the app user contacts, therefore, 

before using Birdchain service, client businesses need to build and have their own contact database. 

Average Price Increase
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The Birdchain service will be purchased in Birdchain cryptocurrency (tokens) and users will get paid in 

Birdchain cryptocurrency (tokens). Real-life Birdchain token (BIRD) application will ensure an additional 

adaptation boost. We believe it to be the best way to develop a stable and secure cryptocurrency. As it 

can be noticed in the current market, real-life adaptation and price stability are the key attributes most 

current cryptocurrencies lack.

Low service prices for businesses and monetary motivation for Birdchain app users will help Birdchain 

to enter the A2P SMS market smoothly. In 2017 the value of global A2P market hit $63 billion in revenue 

and is expected to reach $84 billion by 2024[3].

The team behind Birdchain has been successfully operating the A2P SMS aggregation business 

VertexSMS for almost 10 years. During that period we have gathered in-depth expertise and knowledge 

of A2P SMS market. Moreover, we have more than 10 years of experience in software development 

(especially in social networking apps) and remarkable proficiency in both blockchain and cryptography. 

It gives us the confidence in creating a more transparent, more secure and fairer solution for the public, 

businesses, and the market itself.

[3] https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/global-a2p-sms-market.html

A2P SMS Market Growth
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Blockchain fails to conquer the hearts of mainstream users because it is too complex on almost every 

level. Average internet users have only heard about it and only one blockchain aspect interests them, that 

being cryptocurrencies. 

Most of average internet users do not understand the difference between blockchain technology and 

cryptocurrencies, and only a small part of them understand how cryptocurrencies are produced, how 

cryptocurrency technologies work and, most importantly, where and how to acquire them. 

Blockchain technology is very recent. Bitcoin is the best known blockchain implementation in the world, 

even so, it is only used by a few people globally. Meanwhile Ethereum is used by even fewer. All other 

blockchain solutions failed to become mainstream due to government intimidation, cryptocurrency 

volatility, and hasty regulations. Moreover, except for miners nobody is able to earn cryptocurrencies and 

the vast majority of people do not understand how they do it. When this white paper was written there 

were only 20 million crypto users world-wide.

Birdchain offers a simplified method to earn cryptocurrency. No mining, no monstrous power 

consumption. Earnings simply come from selling something very well-known but rarely used - SMS 

messages. It is safe to say that Birdchain brings cryptocurrency from people to people.

We believe that the easier it will be for people to earn cryptocurrency, the more broadly and deeply the 

same cryptocurrency will be adopted. And this is the aspect in which all current cryptocurrencies are 

limited.

At the end of the day, Birdchain success will benefit the entire crypto world. Blockchain and 

cryptocurrencies will become more visible, more “psychologically-friendly” and, most importantly, more 

casual. Just like some time ago Apple became a game changer in device design by making its products 

more user-friendly, more ergonomic, and more intuitive for the end user.

Without doubt, blockchain is the hottest and the most intriguing technology currently in the market. 

Similar to the rise of the internet, it has a potential to truly disrupt multiple industries and make processes 

more democratic, secure, transparent, and efficient. Despite its limitless potential, the mass public is not 

in a hurry to adopt this groundbreaking technology.

What Is the Most Mind-Blowing Cryptocurrency Feature Everyone Missed?

WHAT IS THE DEAL WITH BLOCKCHAIN PROJECTS?
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Currently, cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology are at the early stage of development. Despite their 

advance and efficiency, they face some limitations and struggles preventing them from being adopted 

by the public.

The main reason why everyday users have not started using cryptocurrencies is cryptocurrency price 

volatility. Any currency needs to be stable to be used by the mass society. The wider price fluctuation is, 

the more often ordinary people shy away from using it daily.

There are three reasons for price volatility: speculation, the lack of stable ecosystem, and daily influx of 

the new users. Today, most cryptocurrencies are at the mercy of speculators. Their interest in a specific 

currency increases its value, while their lack of interest implies a significant price drop of that currency. 

Most of cryptocurrencies are simple assets which do not have validity, foundation to justify their price, 

which makes cryptocurrency prices even more volatile.

What Else Do Most Current Cryptocurrencies Lack?
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[4] https://medium.com/iconominet/why-icos-fail-1f9530a6d135
[5] http://fortune.com/2014/09/25/why-startups-fail-according-to-their-founders/
[6] https://www.fundera.com/blog/small-business-statistics

The three pillars which help an ICO to succeed are: team, market, and business[4]. Yet, according to 

fortune.com[5], 9 out of 10 startups fail and statistics of the new ICOs are no different.

First of all, most of the new business projects fail because the teams behind them lack the competence 

and experience of working together. Young people are united by the idea, but once they gather the 

required sum, their paths part, proving that simply having an idea is not enough. Implementing that idea 

requires a lot more: a tight and empathic teamwork, strict work discipline, and trust in each other during 

the tough moments. If a team lacks any of these traits, they are doomed to fail and vanish from the market 

landscape, together with the full sum of money they have raised.

Secondly, the team needs to fully understand the market they are entering. They have to know the 

demand for their product, target audience, potential limitations, competitor strategies, legal regulations 

and have a lot more things covered before starting an ICO. Market knowledge is the key indicator of the 

ICO’s viability. The teams that failed did not have a business plan, business driving history, and a clear 

focus on their business market. Also, they lacked market knowledge. 

Thirdly, it is very important for the team to have a strict control their finances and understand the basics 

of the business. 82 percent[6] of businesses fail to do so because of cash flow problems. ICOs face the 

same problem, after raising the needed sum, inexperienced teams lose track of their budget and fail to 

deliver to their contributors.

Before starting Birdchain, we addressed all three issues and did much more. The competence of our 

team was tested in a number of different projects. One of our businesses has been successfully providing 

global A2P services for 10 years, another is in control of a popular social network, while another one 

launched a very first rent2buy service in the region. Please find more information in the Team section of 

this white paper.

Why Do Most of the New ICOs Fail?
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[7] http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/3193968
[8] https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/global-a2p-sms-market.html
[9] http://multichannelmerchant.com/blog/5-ways-a2p-sms-can-be-a-game-changer-for-multichannel-merchants/

In 2015, Application-to-person (A2P) SMS market was worth $57.3 billion[7]  and is forecast to grow to 

$83 billion by 2024[8].

Until recent years, SMS marketing also used to be considered fast, safe, and reliable. However, as the 

market grew, it was monopolized and got distorted. Most of the market is shared amongst a few key 

players.

Despite these A2P SMS market defects, the demand for this service is increasing every year. As a marketing 

channel, SMS has some huge advantages[9]: SMS has an open rate of 99% and 90% of consumers read 

the SMS within the first three minutes of receipt. Also, it has a flexibility to reach one or many customers, 

and it is the most convenient communication channel to the end user.

EXISTING A2P SMS MARKET PROBLEMS

User Count SMS Cost Email Cost Adwords 
Remarketing* Facebook

CPM** 30$ 15$ 30$ 52.5$

True View 98% 22% 80% 60%

Real CPM*** 31$ 66$ 37$ 87.5$

*Subject to change according to the market.
** Price of 1000 shown ads.
*** Price of 1000 actually viewed ads.
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[10] https://thenextweb.com/future-of-communications/2015/03/02/what-types-of-companies-are-using-sms/

“SMS is more than just an easy way to chat. Many businesses rely on SMSs to operate creatively 

and effectively in application-to-person (A2P) SMS, where an app delivers messages to mobile 

subscribers[10].”

Basically, there are two main types of A2P SMS: transactional and promotional. Transactional A2P 

SMSs are sent to the customer to pass on information necessary for using product or service. For example, 

SMS notifications, SMS-based two-factor authentications, automatic booking confirmations, one-time 

passwords, and similar. Promotional A2P SMSs are sent with the objective of promoting product or 

service. For example, loyalty programs, advertising, promotions, and similar. 

Transactional SMS service is mostly used by social networks and companies which provide services of 

e-commerce and online retail, travel and transportation, financial services and payments, and gaming. 

Because of their effectiveness, promotional messages are sent by companies operating in almost all 

markets.

The ABC of A2P SMS Service

With the growing demand and monopolised market, A2P SMS service prices have rocketed in the recent 

years. Only wealthy companies can afford to use this service, and even they are in desperate search of 

more reasonable prices. It is almost impossible for a new aggregator to enter this market and for the old 

small player it is getting harder to keep up.

Birdchain aims to bring fair and transparent prices, increase the overall service quality, and let everyone 

take a piece of the multi-billion-dollar pie.

Average Price Increase
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Some examples of a transactional SMSs:

• G-123456 is your Google verification code. 

• Hair Salon appointment reminder: haircut tomorrow at 10:30am with Charles. If you have any 

questions, please call 0161 5555555.

Some examples of a promotional SMSs:

• Joe’s Auto Repair is having a Buy 3 Get 1 Free tire sale until the end of July. Visit Joe’s Auto Repair 

today on 21st Street for sizes and prices.

• Be the first to know about discounts and offers at Bethany Beauty! Click here to subscribe: 

store.com/coupons-deals.

In the ideal world, when business wants to conduct an SMS marketing campaign, it has to contact 

aggregators. Aggregators are companies that mediate between businesses which WANT to send SMSs 

and operators that CAN send them.

Usually, aggregators have contracts with as many operators as possible. To manage SMS traffic, they 

develop very complex and advanced software and hardware solutions. Needless to say, they are very 

expensive to create and maintain. Also, they dramatically increase a single SMS cost. Avoiding these 

investments results in dropping SMS delivery rate, delivery speed, overall service quality, and finally, the 

loss of clientele. 

To lower the costs, aggregators sign contracts with operators and commit to sending more SMS messages. 

The more SMS messages they agree to send out, the more they can earn. 

Customers SMS Aggregator Operators SMS Receivers

Ideal World Scenario:
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In the A2P SMS market there are only a few key global players and every country has several small 

aggregators. Global ones are so big and influential, that they have leverage to set SMS prices all around 

the world. This situation corrupted the market and, in order to cut the costs, aggregators started sending 

SMSs through other aggregators. Sometimes there are so many aggregators and agencies involved that 

SMS messages get trapped in a loop and are never delivered. 

As an independent aggregator, we see market flaws as opportunities for Birdchain. For example, the 

chase of the cheapest service led to SMS auctions, where the lowest price always wins. In Birdchain, SMS 

messages are almost free of charge which makes our service always win.

In real world, it is not that straightforward.

SMS Architecture

Customer

API

UK

France Kuwait

Web tool

SMS Aggregator

Operators SMS Receivers

SMS Receivers

SMS Receivers
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Yes, just a few years ago, the SMS market experienced a massive decline in P2P (person-to-person) 

SMS sending numbers. This was caused by the arrival of smartphones and, more precisely, the 

emergence of such Instant Messaging (IM) apps like WhatsApp, Telegram, Viber, and others. Today P2P 

SMS channel is declining further and is getting close to expiration. 

However, A2P SMS service is very much alive and is being used across different locations providing 

travel updates, banking messages as well as other value-add messages.

Why A2P SMS Business?

If you are new to A2P SMS business, you may wonder: 

Why do businesses want to send SMSs in the first place? There are plenty of other, more innovative 

marketing tools and ways to reach your customer. Why would anyone want to use technology 

from the ‘80s?

Here is why:

• SMS is platform-independent;

• SMS is network-independent;

• SMS is geographically independent;

• SMS is non-proprietary;

• SMS is app-independent (no need to have an app to communicate);

• SMS does not require a data subscription (roaming scenarios for example);

• SMS is by far the most standardized messaging technology.

SMS open rate is 
97% per 3 minutes

Email open rate is 
25% with only 3% 
chance users will 

click on links.
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(Im)Possibility to Enter A2P SMS Market

SMS market is very competitive. If an aggregator does not have the volume, SMS message sending 

prices will be extremely high. Customers are interested in paying less and, generally, this makes them 

choose monopolistic aggregators which are able to offer the best price.

Independent aggregators must operate with low-profit margins, and in telecommunications market a 

5-7% profit margin is considered to be very low and risky.

If anyone wanted to enter this market and take a bite of the $57.3 billion pie, they would first need a 

significant amount of capital, and expect at least 3 to 5 years of loss. Moreover, the company should be 

ready to compete with a well-established businesses which are going to cannibalize market in order to 

get rid of any extra player.

It is fair to say that A2P SMS market is a complicated technical and regulatory web. To become an 

aggregator, it is mandatory to build a sophisticated infrastructure and execute a large and constant 

amount of programming to manage extremely large traffic, and ensure competitive speed and quality. 

Besides, the need to connect to different providers across the world increases infrastructure complexity. 

Optimistically speaking, it takes a couple of years for a company to be able to offer competitive price 

and delivery speed.

SMS Architecture

Customer

API
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France Kuwait

Web tool

SMS Aggregator

Operators SMS Receivers
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Furthermore, managing different routes is very difficult and time-consuming. Some examples:

• Different carriers and aggregators have different prices, and price changes are usually provided 

in Excel format;

• Routing traffic is done by using hundreds of channels;

• Each country has its own regulations for marketing and A2P messages;

• Spam, illegal content, and checking sender's ID requires technology and time;

• System maintenance costs are high and hence overall costs are high.

All these details add up to scare away any potential new players who could bring positive changes to 

the market. Also, all these problems can be avoided with Birdchain.

Growing Demand for A2P SMS Service[11]

A2P SMS market is expected to grow by around 5% per year and reach $84 billion by 2024. The reasons 

for A2P growth:

• SMS is the most effective and the cheapest way to reach customers. 98 percent of people 

read an SMS within three minutes from receiving it and SMS has the highest engagement rate in 

comparison to emails and OTT apps. 

• An increase of two-factor authentication and security via SMS. Today personal data is 

transferred over the web more often than ever before. Seeking to add a security layer, two-factor 

authentication has become the go-to method for companies that aim to protect their users. Sending 

an SMS as an authentication has become very popular, because customers usually have a mobile 

device on them at almost any given moment.

• A 2-way authentication has a staggering 99.9% reachability rate across all mobile users, as 

long as the number provided is correct. It does not require to have an internet connection. Mobile 

bandwidth is enough to receive a two-factor authentication or marketing message.  

• No need to install additional apps. SMS messages can be received and read on any mobile 

phone in any network, almost anywhere in the world.

The effectiveness, versatility of technology and ability to protect private information through two-factor 

authentication are the two main reasons why SMS market is going to continue its steady growth.

User Count SMS Cost Email Cost Adwords 
Remarketing* Facebook

CPM** 30$ 15$ 30$ 52.5$

True View 98% 22% 80% 60%

Real CPM*** 31$ 66$ 37$ 87.5$

*Subject to change according to the market.
** Price of 1000 shown ads.
*** Price of 1000 actually viewed ads.
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The problems:

1. People have unlimited SMS plans which they do not use;

2. Companies overpay for the A2P SMS service and are constantly looking for opportunities to 

decrease the price;

The solution:

1. People can automatically sell their unused SMS to businesses via Birdchain instant messaging 

app. Companies get an up to 6 times cheaper service. People get paid for every single SMS which 

is sold. 

For people who want to employ their unused SMSs and grant themselves monthly passive income should:

1. Download a Birdchain instant messaging app:

a. Set Birdchain as a default messaging app;

2. Open settings:

a.Set the number of SMS they want to be sold*;

b. Click “Send”;

3. Chat with your friends and family via Birdchain app, while SMS are automatically sold in the 

background;

4. Check in-app wallet to track their earnings and number of messages sold.

* Birdchain team advise not to exceed the amount of SMSs which is set in Fair Usage agreement 

between the Birdchain app user and their mobile operator. 

Two Problems and Only One Solution

How Is It Going to Work? A Step-by-step Guide

THE SOLUTION: MESSAGING APP WHICH ALLOWS PEOPLE 
TO SELL THEIR UNUSED SMS TEXTS TO BUSINESSES

Customers SMS Aggregator Birdchain DAPP SMS ReceiversBirdchain App Users
(any carrier)
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For businesses which are looking for a fairly priced A2P SMS service (the short version):

1. Before starting to use the Birdchain service, the company will have to gather a list of phone 

numbers (contacts);

2. The company must visit the Birdchain web-app and log in;

3. The company must purchase Birdchain tokens in order to send A2P SMSs;

4. The company sets the campaign by taking these steps:

a. uploading their contacts;

b. writing the text of the SMS message;

c. setting the maximum amount (bid) it wants to pay for the campaign;

5. Birdchain analyses the phone numbers and finds the best way to conduct the campaign:

a. sends SMSs only to the contacts located in the same country;

b. sends SMS only to the same carrier numbers;

c.  finds the best prices for the campaign;

d. forms Smart Contracts between the business and every single Birdchain app user whose 

SMSs are going to be purchased;

6. Birdchain sends out the messages;

7. Birdchain uses blockchain to verify the delivery of every single SMS;

8. When delivery is confirmed and the conditions of the Smart Contract are fulfilled, company bid is 

equally distributed among all app users whose SMS were used to deliver the messages.

For more detailed information of how Birdchain is going to send A2P SMS messages, please see the 

diagram on the next page.
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Our thoughts about possible ways to implement Birdchain.

Ethereum, State channels, Plasma

As our initial tokens will be distributed through Ethereum network, we want to find convenient ways 

to keep them there and operate within the same blockchain, but with a reduced cost and improved 

transaction amount and speed. Currently, for messaging applications with a lot of microtransactions 

operating on root Ethereum chain is expensive and too slow. 

We are looking at possibilities to use Plasma with our smart contracts feature and unload all 

microtransactions to our designed off-chain nodes. The same nodes would be responsible for message 

routing and maybe keeping off-chain ledger history. Only the final state transitions will be submitted to 

the root Ethereum chain, leaving all microtransaction data off-chain. 

+ IOTA

Also, we are looking at IOTA as it can solve some of our problems.

When using it as the backend for message exchange, it is fast, scalable, and has zero-cost transactions. 

Also, with Masked Authenticated Messaging (MEM) coming soon, it can be even more reasonable to use 

it.

Skip a step in developing our off-chain ledger database and use an IOTA ledger to store all microtransactions 

as it already has an automated snapshotting on the way and it is already designed for the job we need.

Smart contracts are coming to IOTA as well, which can also open new possibilities.

Birdchain Node

Thoughts on Technology

After we launch the first stable Birdchain version, third parties will be able to launch their Birdchain 

nodes. We are going to share more information about them in the next editions of this white paper.
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What Will Not Birdchain Do?

Benefits for People

1. Birdchain will not provide phone numbers to companies. Birdchain only facilitates the service;

2. Birdchain will not use Birdchain app user contact list;

3. Birdchain will not allow service price to exceed 80 percent of the country’s average;

4. Birdchain will not allow companies to send messages without clearly stating their name;

5. Birdchain will not allow people who received transactional or promotional message to contact 

the Birdchain app user for 72 hours after receiving it;

6. Birdchain will not collect user’s personal data.

Normally, people do not send SMSs to their friends, relatives, or acquaintances. They communicate 

through instant messaging apps like Facebook Messenger, Viber, or WhatsApp. Even though people do 

not send SMSs, operators include a limitless amount of SMS messages to their mobile plan and people 

pay for the service they do not even need.

In 2015 the global revenue of A2P SMS market was $56 billion and it is estimated to reach $63 billion in 

2017[12]. All Birdchain app user are expected to become “players” in this market and receive their share. 

The more messages will be sent from their phone, the more they will earn from selling their unused SMS 

messages to the businesses. 

Birdchain app is going to work as any other instant messaging app. People will be able to use it to chat 

with their friends and family. When they want to sell their unused SMS messages via Birdchain, they will 

enable this feature in their settings.

A basic walkthrough how to start using the Birdchain app:

• Download the Birdchain app;

• Set Birdchain app as default messaging app;

• In the app settings, allow the app to send transactional and promotional SMS messages;

• Set the amount of SMS app can send.

No further app user interaction is necessary. App is going to automatically send transactional and 

promotional SMS messages in the background. After that, users will receive Birdchain tokens for every 

single SMS which is going to be sent from their phone. 

We propose to develop a self-balancing distribution algorithm seeking to ensure that all Birdchain users 

have the same odds for their phone to be chosen for SMS delivery. In such way everyone is going to get 

paid equally, fairly, and transparently.
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Benefits for Businesses

Our idea is going to (r)evolutionize the SMS marketing. Today, when a company wants to reach its 

customers, it has to pay exorbitant price for campaign distribution. Moreover, every year, SMS messaging 

prices are increasing, while service quality is decreasing.

Birdchain aims to allow businesses to almost instantly distribute their campaigns and enjoy much lower 

prices. They will be able to contact their customers all around the world and:

• Get a better price, no matter how big their campaigns are;

• The price will never exceed 80 percent of an average A2P SMS price in the same country;

• Get faster delivery;

• Get transparent pricing;

• Get a better service;

• No need to sign contracts.

A basic walkthrough for the companies how to start using the Birdchain service:

• Download and install a desktop app;

• Sign up/Sign in;

• Purchase Birdchain tokens;

• Setup an SMS campaign (upload contact list in .xlsx or other format, write the message text);

• Place a bid (maximum price) for the campaign.

This is an extremely easy and fast way to send out the first SMS campaign. In the first service version, 

Birdchain is expected to deliver SMS messages at least as fast as the fastest aggregators today. In later 

versions, Birdchain is expected to be significantly faster than other A2P SMS distribution services. 

The best part is that companies will be able to choose how much they want to spend on every campaign. 

For more information about Birdchain service price, please read the next section.
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We estimate that an average global A2P SMS price via Birdchain will be 0,005 Euro. Thanks to blockchain 

algorithms, the Birdchain SMS price will never exceed 80 percent of an average A2P SMS price in the 

same country. We believe that it is one of the most important decisions which shows our commitment to 

the Birdchain idea. We give up a portion of our income to secure competitive pricing and constant flow of 

new orders to distribute SMS campaigns. 

Current average A2P SMS prices in some countries (in euros, 1 SMS):

Birdchain service for businesses is going to operate as an auction. It is the fairest solution for both 

businesses and people. 

The company will have to set a maximum amount of Birdchain tokens it wants to spend on its campaign 

- bid. No matter how high/low bid the company is going to set, the campaign will be delivered either 

Price for Business

Argentina 0.051 New Zealand 0.0685

Australia 0.0445 Norway 0.0515

Austria 0.0575 Poland 0.0295

Brazil 0.0345 Puerto Rico 0.0225

Canada 0.006 Romania 0.054

Chile 0.042 Russia 0.029

China 0.013 Singapore 0.0245

Colombia 0.0375 South Korea 0.029

Denmark 0.0195 South Africa 0.0172

Finland 0.06 Spain 0.0575

France 0.0225 Sweden 0.0435

Germany 0.072 Switzerland 0.0485

Guatemala 0.0415 Taiwan 0.0385

Hong Kong 0.0385 Thailand 0.0205

India 0.008 Turkey 0.0185

Indonesia 0.023 UK 0.029

Israel 0.014 Ukraine 0.0615

Italy 0.062 United Arab Emirates 0.0215

Japan 0.059 USA 0.0055

Malaysia 0.0335 Venezuela 0.03

Mexico 0.0375 Vietnam 0.0425
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The main goal of Birdchain is to disrupt the A2P SMS market with blockchain technology. To make it 

better, faster, more transparent, and fair-priced. However, we believe that soon it will become obvious 

that Birdchain is much more than just a (r)evolutionary idea.

We believe that Birdchain will be the first ever (in the history of the world!) non-governmental initiative 

to create Global Basic Income. 

Depending on a country and market activity, Birdchain app users should be able to earn 30-300 USD per 

month. This means that Birdchain could create basic passive income for its users globally. 

We see this feature as a huge marketing opportunity and a chance to stand out in the global market of 

messaging apps.

However, Birdchain does not guarantee any revenue to Birdchain token holder or Birdchain app user. 

way. A higher bid is going to mean that the campaign will be distributed faster, and a lower bid - not as 

fast. When setting up a campaign, Birdchain service will show the expected time to finish the campaign 

delivery, so that our clients could fully plan their campaigns and expenses. 

This feature will allow to avoid “traffic jams” and ensure that all SMS messages are delivered. It will also 

guarantee that all the companies, even the small and not very rich ones, will be able to exercise a very 

effective SMS marketing.

Using Birdchain companies will be able to send two kinds of SMS messages: promotional and transactional:

1. Promotional SMS messages will be delivered as company will specify in its order;

2. Transactional SMS messages will be sent only when initiated by real-life events. For example, a 

taxi arrival or conducting a money transfer. 

For more information about how messages will be sent, please read section “How Is It Going to Work? A 

Step-by-step Guide”.

Global Basic Income
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Will Birdchain send messages to my contact list?

No. Birdchain will send SMS messages only to the numbers provided by the company. Businesses will 

have to collect their own contact database. Birdchain will only facilitate the A2P SMS distribution service.

How will operators react to your service?

It is unlikely for operators to take any real action in the next three-four years. First of all, we assume that 

SMS delivery is of low importance to them as it generates relatively small profits. Secondly, we assume 

that operators are not going to risk getting sued for privacy violation (reading private messages) and 

even if they won, the cost of victory would be too high. Thirdly, if a Birdchain app user does not send 

more messages per day/month than they can send according to their operator’s Fair Usage Agreement, 

operator will not have any pretext to check what messages were sent from the phone.

How will Birdchain protect sender’s privacy?

Sender’s number will be visible to the person who receives SMS. At the moment, there is no way to 

avoid it. We understand that this might be a drawback for some potential app users so, from the earliest 

Birdchain versions, we are going to implement several security features:

Firstly, we will not send transactional or promotional messages to Birdchain app user’s contact list. The 

message will be delivered from someone else's phone. 

Secondly, the name of the sending company will be clearly stated in the message text so that receiver 

would know who to contact in case he/she wanted to cancel the subscription.

Thirdly, for the first 72 hours after sending the promotional or transactional message, Birdchain app 

will block all incoming calls and messages from the specific number to which it will been sent. It means 

that the person who receives an SMS will not be able to contact the person whose phone was used to 

deliver it.

How much money will people be able to earn?

The answer to this question strongly depends on the country and demand for the Birdchain service. 

Rough calculations suggest that under average conditions a Birdchain app user in the USA could earn 

30-100 USD per month. More or less the same amount could be earned in most parts of the world. 

Exceptions: in developing countries earnings may be lower due to lower regular A2P SMS service prices; 

under perfect conditions in Germany and Belgium monthly earnings could reach up to 300 euros. These 

are theoretical estimations and may be different after applying Birdchain in real life. 

Please note that Birdchain itself does not guarantee any payments to its users.

F.A.Q.
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SWOT Analysis

BIRDCHAIN BUSINESS ANALYSIS

Strengths

• Almost 10 years of experience in A2P SMS market ;

• Profitable and successful company;

• In-depth market and business expertise;

• Team members come from different successful 

projects and share unique experiences;

• Owning all technologies required for A2P SMS 

delivery;

• Huge potential market: US$56 billion in 2015;

• The market is growing: 5 percent annually;

• Direct access to potential clients - our current and 

previous clients;

• Birdchain will introduce very competitive prices;

• Passive income will accelerate mass Birdchain app 

adoption;

• Experience in developing social/chat apps.

Weaknesses

• Somewhat dependability on ICO success;

• Visible sender number.

Opportunities

• Aggregators are interested in the lowest possible A2P 

SMS service price and they have an enormous SMS 

traffic;

• SMS versatility – the most universal and well-adapted 

messaging standard in the world;

• People are interested in getting additional income 

without much effort. It will accelerate Birdchain app 

adoption;

• Potential to grow in services;

• Becoming a global decentralised A2P SMS delivery 

leader;

• Growing interest in cryptocurrencies;

• No direct competitors, yet.

Threats

• Competition with other IM apps;

• Competition after forking our service;

• Mobile operator dissatisfaction;

• Aggregators might want to compete.
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In this section we are going to share our estimated Birdchain financial performance. Calculations are 

based on our nearly 10 years’ experience and market knowledge. 

All amounts below are only approximate estimates based on the information available at the date of 

the last update to this paper. They have been provided on the assumption that Birdchain ICO is going to 

reach the hard cap and are also subject to change, among others in case the hard cap is not reached and/

or there are changes or developments in the market. Please note that the information below is provided 

only for the sake of transparency to illustrate Birdchain business plan and that the Birdchain tokens will 

not give their holders any right to receive any dividend or other payment from Birdchain, or to otherwise 

participate in Birdchain, or benefit from its financial results.

As the price of A2P SMS strongly depends on the country, we estimate that the average global A2P SMS 

price will be around 0,005 euro. It will also depend on Birdchain penetration into market and the size of 

the bid a company places. We estimate that this is a really competitive price for businesses to start using 

Birdchain service. 

Birdchain app users will receive 80 percent from every single SMS sold. 20 percent is a commission fee 

to Birdchain as a service provider. 

To have a sustainable business, we need about 50 000 app installs which will allow Birdchain to sell 

about 200 SMS per day. In fair usage agreements with operators, 200-500 SMSs is an average number 

of SMSs which is allowed to be sent in a single day. We took a lower number to make calculations as 

realistic as possible. 

Personal data market. We predict that our Birdchain app users will be able to earn additional 5 euro 

worth of BIRDs per single sale of their data. Users will earn even more BIRDs if they use the offer.

We presume that 10-25% of Birdchain users will agree to earn from data sales and Video ad reviews.

S&W increase is calculated with a 10% YOY increase. Main Birdchain DAPP clients are going to be mobile 

aggregators who will bring many of their clients to a cheap and reliable app for sending SMSs.

Finances
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 TOT 2018

SMS Sales in Volumes  -  -  -  500 000  500 000 

SMS sales in EUR  -  -  -  2 500  2 500 

Video ads serving service sales 
EUR  -  -  -  -  - 

Personal data Marketplace sales 
AEUR  -  -  -  -  - 

EBITDA  margin  -  -  -  (741)  (741)

Total revenues (20% from Sales)  -  -  -  500  500 

Total cost of sales transferred for 
Peers as earnings  -  -  -  2 000  2 000 

Operating expenses  (565 702)  (868 829)  (1 119 099)  (1 153 462)  (3 707 092)

S&W  (322 622)  (519 134)  (631 119)  (697 572)  (2 170 447)

Premisies  (24 000)  (45 000)  (45 000)  (45 000)  (159 000)

Marketing & Representation  (62 895)  (75 125)  (150 140)  (149 955)  (438 115)

Office supplies (and hardware)  (32 885)  (26 870)  (26 890)  (15 000)  (101 645)

Commmunication and PR  (13 100)  (57 000)  (60 000)  (59 985)  (190 085)

SW & HW maintenance  (7 500)  (11 100)  (11 400)  (11 400)  (41 400)

Business trips, conferences, 
exhibitions  (42 000)  (50 000)  (90 000)  (70 000)  (252 000)

Training & consultant  (19 950)  (39 900)  (59 850)  (59 850)  (179 550)

Outside services (third party 
services like HR)  (10 900)  (14 850)  (14 850)  (14 850)  (55 450)

Other unforeseen expenses  (29 850)  (29 850)  (29 850)  (29 850)  (119 400)

EBITDA  (565 702)  (868 829)  (1 119 099)  (1 152 962)  (3 706 592)

2018 Financial Forecast
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TOT 2018 TOT 2019 TOT 2020

SMS Sales in Volumes  1 000 000  4 972 000 000  9 434 000 000 

SMS sales in EUR  5 000  24 860 000  47 170 000 

Video ads serving service sales EUR  -  4 390 000  8 350 000 

Personal data Marketplace sales AEUR  -  435 000 

EBITDA  margin  (1 482) -97,9% -5,1%

Total revenues (20% from Sales)  1 000  5 951 000  11 292 000 

Total cost of sales transferred for Peers as 
earnings  4 000  23 804 000  45 168 000 

Operating expenses  (3 707 092)  (6 864 380)  (5 909 300)

S&W  (2 170 447)  (2 387 000)  (2 625 700)

Premisies  (159 000)  (180 000)  (180 000)

Marketing & Representation  (438 115)  (3 248 525)  (2 200 000)

Office supplies (and hardware)  (101 645)  (36 000)  (18 000)

Commmunication and PR  (190 085)  (239 455)  (168 000)

SW & HW maintenance  (41 400)  (44 100)  (45 600)

Business trips, conferences, exhibitions  (252 000)  (359 400)  (360 000)

Training & consultant  (179 550)  (238 450)  (180 000)

Outside services (third party services like HR)  (55 450)  (11 450)  (12 000)

Other unforeseen expenses  (119 400)  (120 000)  (120 000)

EBITDA  (3 706 592)  (5 826 380)  (570 300)

2018-2020 Financial Forecast Summary
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Birdchain is B2B service. Our clients are companies that want to send SMS to inform their customers 

about promotions or transactions. There are two main strategies that we will use to attract companies 

to use our service.

1. SMS Auctions

Companies like Uber, Amazon, Airbnb, or Google do not purchase A2P SMS services directly from A2P 

SMS service providers. Instead, they use auctions. Basically, company posts request on a special platform 

to send X million messages and it is willing to pay not more than 0.0X euro per SMS. All A2P SMS vendors 

who participate in such a platform offer their prices and the lowest price wins.

It means that companies choose partnerships solely on the price of service. These auctions are completely 

automatic and not affected by personalities. The smallest price always wins. 

Birdchain will offer up to 6 times cheaper service, thus Birdchain will always win and Birdchain app users 

will start selling their unused SMS (and earning BIRDs) immediately after installing the app. 

2. Financial encouragement

As you will find out in section “BIRDs in numbers” we devote 23 percent of all BIRDs to our early 

adopters – Early birds. These BIRDs will be given to various companies free of charge to encourage them 

start using Birdchain service instead of their traditional vendor. 

In total, we expect to “give away” 43 000 ether worth of BIRDs. We estimate that this amount is sufficient 

to entice enough companies to use Birdchain services and they will send enough SMSs to grant stable 

monthly income for our app users. 

Client Acquisition
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This white paper section covers the preliminary indicative timeline of how Birdchain is proposed to be 

developed. We are already well-prepared for Birdchain development, even before the start of our ICO. We 

possess the necessary know-hows and experience in the field, and we have already started Birdchain 

development using our funds. An ICO is needed to accelerate processes as well as present the Birdchain 

app and our services globally as soon as possible.

As Birdchain continues to grow, we will present the newly executed A2P SMS service improvements and 

expansions.

ROADMAP

What We
Already Had

Token Sale

Refining
and Improving

Preparing for ICO

Making
Birdchain Fly

Official Launch at
MWC Barcelona

2009-2017.01

2017.11 - 12

2018.07 - 2019.02

2017.01 - 11

2018.01-2018.06

2019.02

Birdchain
Upgrades

2019.03 - Onwards
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Knowledge. Since 2009, we have been working as an SMS aggregator. During our operation period, 

we acquired in-depth knowledge, and know-how about the market, operators, other aggregators, 

regulations, and legal aspects in various regions. This experience and knowledge of market shortcomings 

became the basis for Birdchain.

Technical Base. In 2017 (the year is not over), we have delivered more than 200 million global SMS 

messages and more than 150 million global messages in 2016. To deliver such quantity of services 

we needed to acquire very powerful and specific hardware and software solutions. Some of these 

technologies will be adapted to Birdchain to save development time and cost.

People. We gathered a proper team to bring Birdchain to the A2P SMS market and change it. All our 

team members have extensive experience of working with A2P SMS projects, social network projects, 

blockchain, marketing, PR, social media, legislation, and app development. These experiences are crucial 

to develop Birdchain app and service.

Idea Rectification. We have a very clear and concrete vision of what we are going to bring to the global 

A2P SMS market, as well as to businesses and Birdchain app users all around the world.

Market Research. We extensively researched the feasibility of our vision: to create a decentralized and 

transparent A2P SMS service, working closely with our partners, clients, and competent advisors to 

rectify the concept and to develop convenient and informative DEMO app.

Token Model Design. Please read the “Token” section of this white paper.

Public Relations. We have started an active PR campaign to successfully raise the needed funds during 

the ICO.

1. What We Already Have 2009-2017.01

2. Preparing for ICO 2017.01.-2017.11

Please find the detailed information about Birdchain token, its sale and distribution in the “Token” section.

3. Token Sale 2017.11-2017.12
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Making the Prototype. We estimate to deliver the first working Birdchain prototype as early as June 2018. 

The Birdchain app alpha version will be able to send regular SMS messages and deliver transactional 

and promotional SMS messages in the background. It means that the earliest working version of our 

app could earn Birdchain tokens for users. The first app users will be our community members - notified 

via e-mail with instructions about where and how to install the app. The A2P SMS service will not be 

provided to the public yet, instead, we are going to test the Birdchain service with our current clients, to 

whom we already provide the A2P SMS service. This approach will allow us to receive the best feedback 

from companies and our app users. 

Attracting Early Adopters. Simultaneously our sales and marketing teams will be working on engaging 

early adopters in business and app users.

This stage will include heavy business development. The software development will be adjusted to the 

market needs and feedback. During the second half of 2018, we will massively improve and upgrade 

all Birdchain core features. Especially focusing on improving user experience for both sides: allowing 

businesses to place an SMS delivery order as easily as possible and app users to use the app and earn 

money as soon as possible.

Mobile World Congress is the biggest and the most important event for the whole industry. It would be 

the best place and time to officially present Birdchain, since all key players and journalists from major 

news portals will be meeting under one roof.

Birdchain as an A2P SMS service, and the app which brings it to life, are a proof of an immense potential 

the Birdchain concept has. After a successful launch of a stable service and an app, we consider building 

new Birdchain features, which will be upgraded layer by layer. As it is stated in the upcoming sections, 

the number of upgrades will depend on the success of the ICO. The more we raise, the more features 

Birdchain will have. 

Our goal for the next Birdchain generations is to build internal economics, by creating an app where 

people will be able to earn cryptocurrency and spend it in the same place. Of course, they will be able 

4. Making Birdchain Fly 2018.01-2018.06

5. Refining and Improving 2018.07-2019.02

6. Official Launch at MWC Barcelona 2019.02

7. Birdchain Upgrades 2019.03 – Bright, fair and transparent future
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to sell it in exchange of their choice, but also purchase goods and services by Birdchain tokens without 

leaving the app. 

This evolution will positively influence at least two major topics which cannot be addressed in the earliest 

stable Birdchain version:

1. No bank info needed. Today apps are struggling to make users pay for content or virtual goods 

because people do not want to share their credit card information. On Birdchain we will avoid this 

problem: users will already have Birdchain tokens and will continue earning them from sending 

SMSs;

2. Real-life implementation. Internal economics will boost Birdchain token circulation and it might 

have positive effect on creating cryptocurrency which is adopted in real life.

We consider creating internal economics by adding additional features and functionalities to Birdchain. 

So, Birdchain is expected to become much more than just an instant messaging app with a possibility to 

sell your unused SMS messages. These are some examples of what might be implemented in the later 

Birdchain stages:

1. Video ads. People will be able to watch business ads and receive payments for this activity.

2. Streaming.  Birdchain app users will be able to stream, watch streamed content, and donate 

BIRDs for the content creators whose content they like. 

3. Personal data marketplace. Here is how it is going to work: based on gender, age, and other 

metrics the user will receive an offer from the company to share their contact and/or personal 

information. The user can either agree or disagree to do it. If the user agrees, they will receive 

a certain amount of BIRDs. They will receive even higher payments if they start using company 

services.

4. Purchasing content. Birdchain tokens will be used as means of payment in the plug-ins as 

well. For example, in micro-games (which will be installed in Birdchain) in-game purchases will 

be carried out with Birdchain tokens or users will be able to donate/subscribe to certain video 

streaming channels and support their content. 

5. Design market. Users will also be able to purchase unique hand-illustrated emojis, stickers, and/

or GIFs. They will be able to send them while communicating with friends and family via instant 

messaging.

6. Unifying messengers. As Birdchain is required to be a default messaging app, we believe it will 

be convenient for users to merge all their messaging streams into one single app. App users will be 

able to see all of their interactions with specific contacts via major messaging apps (for example, 

WhatsApp, Viber, or Messenger) and keep communicating further.

7. Personalised ads. We will create additional ways to earn money with Birdchain app. One of 

our ideas is to use Facebook and Google principles. People could share some demographics about 

themselves and this information would be used to show tailored ads. They will be rewarded for 

every ad they see or interact with. 
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These are only a few possible ideas to implement, which we believe to be a natural evolution of the next 

Birdchain generations. We are and will continue to be constantly searching for alternative and creative 

ways to make Birdchain app and service more convenient, user-friendly, socially responsible, and 

adaptable in everyday life, but, most importantly, to have the most positive impact on the generations to 

come.
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Birdchain token is NOT AN ASSET NOR A SECURITY. It is a utility token. Birdchain tokens do not 

represent or confer any ownership right or stake, share, security, or equivalent rights, or any right to receive 

dividends, other payments, intellectual property rights, or any other form of participation in or relating to 

the project described in this white paper and/or in Birdchain or any of its affiliates.

 

The Birdchain token holders are only entitled to use the A2P SMS distribution service as described in this 

document if successfully developed, or to resell the tokens.

The BIRD token itself will be based on Ethereum, a blockchain-based computing platform. Ethereum 

allows smart contracts, distributed computer programs that can facilitate online contractual agreements 

in a cryptographically secure manner.

Smart contracts are what enables the existence of Birdchain token as a truly transparent and decentralized 

service. This technology also ensures that Birdchain eliminates the need for intermediaries and having 

a central authority you need to trust. Through smart contracts the complex process of choosing peers, 

tracking delivery, and facilitating bidding/payment can be described in the contract itself, while still running 

on the distributed Ethereum network and taking advantage of the blockchain features.

BIRDs are distributed and kept on the main Ethereum network. To optimise the transaction cost and 

performance, all micro transactions are processed off-chain and only the final stakes are returned to the 

Ethereum network. We believe in idea of keeping tokens on Ethereum and see it as a bank platform which 

is excellent for entering exchange markets.

In this section, we summarize the Birdchain token distribution process. More detailed terms and conditions 

will be set out in the Birdchain token sale terms and conditions which will be made available on our 

website www.birdchain.io

The Purpose of the Token

TOKEN

Ethereum
Mainet

Smart Contracts
Raiden or Plasma

Birdchain
Nodes

Buy or sell BTC on 

Ethereum

Lock tokens for work, 

SMS sending

SMS sending and payment 

microtransactions

Count final settlements 

after X tresholds

Unlock tokens and 

distribute them
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Within the Birdchain ecosystem, the Birdchain token (BIRD) will be used internally to buy or sell 

transactional and promotional SMSs.

Businesses will be able to purchase BIRDs in exchanges or on the official Birdchain website, and then 

place bids for SMS campaigns they want to deliver, setting the bid on the BIRD token. The advertisers will 

set a maximum bid they want to spend on a specific campaign.

While our system will be calculating the best price/delivery time option for the advertiser, the token will be 

frozen, and will remain to be frozen until our system receives the confirmation that peers have completed 

their tasks. When this happens, paid tokens will be transferred to the app user wallets, minus the fair 

commission fee for the Birdchain service. 

People who will get paid in BIRDs will be able to sell their earnings in exchanges or spend them by 

making in-app purchases.

Birdchain will only launch ONE public initial coin offering (ICO) during which token sale will be held. 

It will take place on https://www.birdchain.io. 

The ICO will start on November 18, 2017 15:00:00 GMT and finish on December 31, 2017 14:59:59 GMT.

Contributors who are planning to purchase up to 10 ether worth of BIRDs will not be required to get 

whitelisted. Those who plan to purchase more than 10 ether will have to do a KYC check and get 

whitelisted. 

The hard cap of Birdchain ICO is 86 000 ether. The soft cap is 9 500 ether.

The individual maximum purchase cap - 2000 ether, the individual minimum purchase cap - 0,1 ether. 

In order to be added to the whitelist, the person must visit our official website www.birdchain.io and 

register. When registering for the token sale on our registration system, all the ICO participants will be 

asked to go through a know-your-customer (KYC) check and verify their identity. All participants will be 

asked to share passport (or equivalent) information and address. The KYC check will be implemented by 

a trusted third-party partner. To learn more about it read the following sections.

How Is the Token Going to Be Used in Birdchain?

Rules of ICO
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Additionally, during the registration an intended to use Ether wallet address should be provided. It will 

be used to transfer ether and receive Birdchain tokens. The address provided and beneficiary address 

have to be the same. One contributor will be able to make only one transfer. Wallet must be ERC-20 

approved. A list of recommended wallets is provided below. 

DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN TOKEN SALES DIRECTLY FROM CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE 

ADDRESSES. YOU NEED A TOKEN COMPATIBLE ETHEREUM WALLET.

BIRDs will be transferred after the soft cap is reached. When the soft cap is reached, BIRDs will be 

transferred immediately after the transaction is made.

During the ICO Birdchain tokens will be locked, until the end of the ICO. BIRDs will be listed in exchanges 

4-8 weeks after the ICO is finished.

If not all the BIRDs are sold during our token sale, remaining tokens will be shared to all contributors 

proportionally depending on their contribution. These tokens will be transferred when a person makes a 

transaction using BIRD. Any other transaction will also be applicable, even to the same wallet. 

In an unlikely event, if the soft cap is not reached, contributors will have to transfer a small amount of 

ether and their contribution will return.

Recommended Wallets Incompatible wallets
DO NOT USE THE FOLLOWING WALLETS to participate in 
any token sale. First move your ETH to a compatible wallet 
from the list above:

• MyEtherWallet
• MetaMask
• Mist

You can also use your HW wallets:
• Leger Nano S
• Trezor

• Any Bitcoin exchange
• Any Ethereum exchange
• Jaxx
• Exodus
• Coinbase
• Poloniex
• Kraken
• Bitstamp
• Bitfinex
• Bitrexx
• Cex.io
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The primary objective of token sale registration is to enforce a mandatory know-your-customer (KYC) 

check to prevent identity theft, terrorist financing, money laundering, and financial fraud. It also allows our 

team to understand our token holders better and manage risks prudently. 

At Birdchain we take social responsibility very seriously, thus, we believe that it is important to play 

our part in combating money laundering and terrorism financing. That is why we have benchmarked 

ourselves to the same KYC standards typically adopted by banks and financial institutions globally.

The due diligence process includes screening against international sanction/terrorist lists, politically 

exposed persons, and people with adverse reputation. Risk assessment and onboarding outcome will be 

performed and determined through the use of a proprietary software.

KYC process is comprised of two parts, in the following order:

Automated. Your details, as provided by you, will be checked against public sanctions and alert 

lists. This step will be performed by a KYC solution firm based in Singapore.

Manual. If the automated step is successful, we will manually verify that the information provided 

matches the identification document photos submitted by you.

Our members’ privacy and security are of the utmost importance to us. As such, please find below the 

measures which will be employed to ensure your privacy and security:

1. Only an encrypted version of your data is stored in our public servers. The decryption key is 

stored in a private server. The public servers cannot initiate connections to this private server. All 

decryption happens in our private server which only the founding team has access to.

2. Email addresses will not be stored in our public servers, instead, only a hash of each email will 

be stored in those servers. All emails sent in regard to the registration process will be sent from the 

private server.

3. Your data is not retrievable even if the password is compromised. Your password does not give 

you access to your data, but rather only enables you to re-submit your data if, and only if, requested 

by the Birdchain team.

4. All data collected during the manual KYC will be only and exclusively stored on our company 

computers, as the entire process will be performed in our offices. For this purpose, new computers 

dedicated solely to this task will be acquired and all information will be wiped out from the memory 

drives of these machines after the checks are completed. Once the process is finished, data will be 

encrypted and stored privately for potential future audit requests from authorities.

What is KYC and Why is it Needed?

Privacy and Security During KYC
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Neither Birdchain nor Onfido will share members’ personal data with 3rd parties without prior consent.

You should take these precautions:

1. Never send Ether to any address during the registration process. There is only ONE public token 

sale date and it is specified on our website: www.birdchain.io.

2. Bookmark the registration, and never visit the registration site following any email links.

3. Never trust emails related to the particular sales details (such as the hard cap, Ethereum address 

to send to, etc.). Remember that sender’s email address can be easily forged.

4. Never reply to our emails. Perform all your operations on our website only. You can check your 

registration status on our website using your account.

Registration for Birdchain ICO and token sale will be held on our website https://www.birdchain.io. When 

the token sale is launched, please double-check the address in the browser, because scammers might 

create similar websites to trick you. 

Contributors who are planning to purchase up to 10 ether worth of BIRDs will not be required to get 

whitelisted. Those who are planning to purchase more than 10 ether will have to do a KYC check and get 

whitelisted. 

When contributing up to 10 ether:

1. visit our website https://www.birdchain.io;

2. choose “Participate in ICO”;

3. select “Up to 10 ether”;

4. read and agree to Terms & Conditions;

5. you will be provided with a wallet address to which ETH must be transferred;

6. make the transfer and receive BIRDs after the soft cap is reached (if it is reached, you will receive 

them immediately).

Warning: Only send ETH from ERC-20 compliant wallets which allow you to control your private 

key. Make sure to backup your private key. Do NOT send them from an exchange, because your ETH 

will be lost.

When contributing more than 10 ether:

1. visit our website https://www.birdchain.io;

2. choose “Participate in ICO”;

Registration for ICO
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3. select “More than 10 ether”;

4. read and agree to Terms & Conditions;

5. verify your email;

6. choose “Type of contributor (person or business)”;

7. fill in information required and click “Continue”;

8. upload required images;

9. wait for the KYC check to be completed;

10. you will be notified by email whether the check has been successful or not (it might take a few 

minutes, please be patient);

11. return to our website https://www.birdchain.io;

12. choose “Participate in ICO”;

13. enter your wallet address which you have registered during the KYC into designated area;

14. you will be provided with a wallet address to which ETH must be transferred;

15. make the transfer and receive BIRDs after the soft cap is reached (if it is reached, you will 

receive them immediately).

The Birdchain ICO and token sale are expected to be organized in 10 waves. Such ICO model is introduced 

for the convenience of contributors: 

1. they will receive BONUS tokens;

2. it is a more transparent way to present what Birdchain features are proposed to be fulfilled.

Tiers of Token Sale

ETH BIRDs Bonus % BIRDs with 
bonus

Max. cap 
per user

Wave 1 9,500 399,000,000 50% 598,500,000 2,000

Wave 2 8,500 357,000,000 45% 517,650,000 2,000

Wave 3 8,500 357,000,000 40% 499,800,000 2,000

Wave 4 8,500 357,000,000 35% 481,950,000 2,000

Wave 5 8,500 357,000,000 30% 464,100,000 2,000

Wave 6 8,500 357,000,000 25% 446,250,000 2,000

Wave 7 8,500 357,000,000 20% 428,400,000 2,000

Wave 8 8,500 357,000,000 15% 410,550,000 2,000

Wave 9 8,500 357,000,000 10% 392,700,000 2,000

Wave 10 8,500 357,000,000 5% 374,850,000 2,000

Total 86,000 3,612,000,000 4,614,750,000
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What is expected to be delivered when the cap of each wave is reached:

Wave 1 - Blockchain SMS Gateway & Basic IM App

A basic instant messaging app that will allow users to chat online (Instant Messaging) and offline (using 

SMS). While in the background application is going to process transactional and promotional messages 

in exchange for BIRD token.

Wave 2 - Full-Featured Instant Messaging App for Android

Upgrade of our IM app to a worldwide level a all-in-one communication app. Chat, play games, share 

photos and videos.

• SMS/MMS/IM

• Voice and Video calls High-quality free calls to anywhere in the world.

• Photo and Video sharing 

• Games 

• Sticker gallery: Hundreds of free, fun, animated stickers to express your feelings from some of 

your favorite cartoons and movies.

Wave 3 - Upgraded Blockchain SMS Gateway

Improvements in the bidding system. Users now will be able to see how many SMS are processed through 

their phones, recommended pricing for an SMS, speed it takes to deliver one SMS and general reports.  

Wave 4 - Video-ads Platform

Further improvements/expansions of our marketing platform. Integration of video-ads platform into our 

IM. All app users will be able to watch these promotional ads in exchange for BIRD tokens. 

Wave 5 - In-app Purchases

Third party developers will be able to offer exclusive content on our app for the users to spend their BIRD 

tokens on. From access to specific news content to booking bus rides and flights.

Wave 6 - Live Video Streaming

Add to the IM platform a possibility to create a video streaming channels to which users could subscribe 

and donate BIRD tokens for the content created.

Wave 7 Milestone - Voice Call Gateway

Extending the platforms capabilities by allowing users of the app to sell not only their SMS but also 

leftover call time. Voice Call will enable companies reach their customers with a pre-recorded voice 

message through a fully automated Online System. 
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Wave 8 - Personal Data Marketplace

Possibility for the users to sell all or part of their personal data for the companies so that they could create 

a more relevant promotions. 

Wave 9 - Accelerated Scaling & Global Market Penetration Part 1

Focus not only on the development of the fantastic Birdchain App but also huge focus on attracting 

business and end users. 

Wave 10 - Accelerated Scaling & Global Market Penetration Part 2

An extensive global marketing campaign to spread a faster application adoption and business attraction 

across the globe. This would include comprehensive online marketing efforts, face to face meetings and 

conference attendances. 

In a likely event of not falling into a single wave, bonuses will be provided proportionally. For example, if 

contributors donate 9450 ether and a person wants to contribute 60 ether, they should transfer 60 ether 

in a single transaction and then they will receive 50% bonus for 50 ether and 45% bonus for remaining 

10 ether.

As it is mentioned earlier in this White paper hard cap of Birdchain ICO is 86 000 ether and the soft cap 

is 9 500 thousand ether. 

Each contributor will be able to purchase BIRDs for maximum 2,000 ether and minimum 0,1 ether. 

Individual maximum purchase cap is set to protect Birdchain project and its contributors from possible 

pump-and-dump cases.

BIRDs in Numbers

ICO - total pool of BIRDs dedicated for token sale.
Team - bonuses for the team. Locked and vested in 2 years. 
Founders - locked for 2 years.

BIRD Token Distribution:

Percentage Number of BIRDs Est. value in ETH

Total 100% 9,402,750,000

ICO 43% 4,614,750,00 86,000

Team 14% 1,176,000,000 28,000

Founders 13% 1,092,000,000 26,000

Early Birds 23% 1,932,000,000 46,000

Special Coins 1% 84,000,000 2,000

Organizational 
expenses 6% 504,000,000 12,000
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To accelerate a worldwide adoption of Birdchain, these tokens will be given to major global companies 

free of charge in order to make them start using Birdchain service.

Early Birds

Special Coins. A marketing tool to attract potential investors. These are actual metal coins with holographic 

stickers which hide the promotional code. The holders of these coins can receive a bonus during the ICO. 

Organizational expenses. These are expenses for ICO organization, legal services, incorporation, advisors, 

third-party party services, and marketing.

Special Coins
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[13] Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Directive 
2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU.

No, Birdchain tokens are not and are not intended to be securities, financial instruments, or investment 

products of any kind.

For example, with a purposes of financial regulation in the European Union a “security” is often defined 

with a reference to “transferable security” within the meaning of the EU Directive on markets in financial 

instruments (MiFID)[13]. According to MiFID, “transferable securities” means those classes of securities 

which are negotiable on the capital market, with an exception of instruments of payment, such as:

 

a. shares in companies and other securities equivalent to shares in companies, partnerships or 

other entities, and depositary receipts in respect of shares;

b. bonds or other forms of securitised debt, including depositary receipts in respect of such securities;

c. any other securities giving the right to acquire or sell any such transferable securities or giving 

rise to a cash settlement determined by reference to transferable securities, currencies, interest 

rates or yields, commodities or other indices or measures.

  

BIRD does not qualify as “transferable security” for the above purposes.

BIRD as a utility token in the future will only provide opportunity to access Birdchain services. The aim of 

the BIRD is to make it possible to exchange SMSs between the people wishing to access them and the 

people wishing to dispose extra SMSs.

The BIRD has a specific utility use case. It serves a crucial role in settlement-making with a potentially 

very large number of mobile phones on the Birdchain network by allowing a fast and open blockchain-

based transaction protocol that would not be possible using fiat currency. If the BIRD was not be based 

on the blockchain technology, it would be similar to purchasing a ticket or any other document which 

proves that the person has a right to use a particular service. 

Are Birdchain Tokens Securities?

Please Note

In this white paper, references to “Birdchain”, “we”, “us” or “our” are to Birdchain OÜ, a company incorporated 

under the laws of Estonia with registry code 14362929, and references to “BIRD” or “Birdchain token” 

are to blockchain tokes created by Birdchain in connection with the project described in this white paper. 

In some cases, the term “Birdchain” is also used to refer to the service proposed to be developed by us.         

We are going to announce the date of the BIRD sale and all related details on our official website: www.

birdchain.io. The rights and obligations of the BIRD holders and Birdchain as the issuer will be governed 

by the terms and conditions of the Birdchain token, which will be available on the same website, and 
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the Estonian law. Please follow the instructions stated on the website carefully to avoid being scammed. 

Birdchain tokens are not securities or any other form of investment in any jurisdiction. Token sale should 

not be considered as offering of securities or as investment advice, solicitation, or an endorsement of 

any kind. Any persons deciding to acquire Birdchain token must do this at their own risk and discretion 

following a thorough analysis of the associated risks.

 

No information stated in this white paper or in any other materials put forth by Birdchain or any other third 

party acting on behalf of Birdchain should be considered as guarantee that the proposed business ideas 

will be a success nor are there any guarantees that the tokens could be sold. Specifically, no promises on 

the token value are made.

 

All forward looking statements presented in the white paper or in any other materials put forth by 

Birdchain or any other third party acting on behalf of Birdchain are subject to risks and uncertainty, 

and the outcomes might differ from the forward looking statements made. Birdchain does not take any 

responsibility for updating any forward looking statements made, should any uncertainties materialize.

 

Any citizens and residents of, and persons located in Russia, China, Canada, or the United States of 

America (USA), as well as Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, and any other USA possessions or any 

countries where the sale of Birdchain tokens would constitute a public offering of securities or the sale 

of tokens would in any way be restricted, are prohibited from participating in the Birdchain token sale 

process and from receiving the tokens. Representatives and individuals acting in the interests of legal 

entities registered in the referred jurisdictions are prohibited from participating in the sales process of 

Birdchain tokens and from receiving the tokens. Each potential acquirer of a Birdchain token must ensure 

that the acquisition, possession, and use of the Birdchain tokens complies with all applicable laws and 

regulations, including any requirements for the sale and acquisition of tokens applicable in the relevant 

jurisdiction.

 

Birdchain does not make and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form 

whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to 

the accuracy and completeness of any information set out in this white paper. Birdchain reserves the 

right to amend the white paper until the start of ICO.
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The team behind Birdchain has been a part of Europe-based company JSC “Vertex”. In 2009 Vertex 

started our A2P SMS aggregation business called VertexSMS. Since then, VertexSMS has delivered 

more than 2.6 billion SMS messages globally for various international brands, including Western Union, 

MasterCard, SalesForce, TransferGo, and many others.

 

Vertex is a profitable company. In 2015 Vertex received an award for being the fastest growing ITT 

company in Lithuania. Vertex continued to grow in 2016 too. Moreover, in 2012 Vertex was recognized 

as one of the fastest growing companies in Latvia.

In early 2015, Vertex was certified in the field of information security management and received an 

ISO/IEC 27001 certificate. The certificate is adapted to all of our businesses which are held in Vertex 

headquarters: dating sites, bulk SMS sending systems, and a rent-to-own company. Now all these 

procedures are being applied to Birdchain.

The combined per country, turnover, and EBITDA of Vertex are growing every year.

Vertex owns several brands and VertexSMS is one of them. Company founders gathered Birdchain team 

members from other brands. It means that the members of Birdchain team know each other well and 

have been working together for years. This decision eliminates possibilities of the team not being able to 

work together and creates really healthy, creative, and productive working atmosphere.

Birdchain team members are individuals with a set of unique experiences to make Birdchain fly. Of course, 

most of them have experience of working in a global A2P SMS market and share an extended know-how 

about regulations, key players, technologies, and other aspects. Other team members are experts in 

marketing, business development, law, and software development. 

The Company

THE TEAM

Turnover EBITDA

2017* 4-5M Euro* 20%*

2016 3-4M Euro 19%

2015 3-4M Euro 17%

2014 2-3M Euro 18%

2013 2-3M Euro 17%

2012 2-3M Euro 16%

* Estimations
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The founding team has successfully co-launched several different businesses: 

Social network with more than 1 000 000 unique users (flirtas.lt, flirts.lv, flirtak.pl, teidi.ee, and others). 

This business allowed our team to design and test new ways of advertisement. It exposed several unique 

user experience patterns to us which led to developing very efficient campaigns. Moreover, we learnt a 

lot about software and app development in the user communication field. We will adapt this knowledge 

to the Birdchain app and service.

In 2013, we invested in advanced micro laser manufacture (integratedoptics.com). Today we manufacture 

the smallest lasers in the world and our company is considered to be one of the most promising Eastern 

European start-ups. Currently, we have more orders for our lasers than we are able to manufacture. 

Retail. In 2013 we launched the first in the region rent-to-buy service (bekredito.lt).

The members of the Birdchain team are: Ernestas Petkevicius, Audrius Vrubliauskas, Aurimas Sabaitis, 

Marius Petrauskas, Arminas Keraitis, Simas Radkevicius, Kristina Mataciunaite, Martynas Rackauskas, 

Aiste Surutkoviciute, Zygimantas Vanagas and Tomas Vitkauskas.

We believe that at the moment we have the best knowledge of A2P SMS service, software development 

and the idea of Birdchain. We will only hire an advisor if we see real benefit for the Birdchain in them 

(not like some other companies that hire advisors only to share their image on company’s website). These 

are our real advisors:

Anatoly Ressin, Advisor

Anatoly has a strong background in software development, working as a core developer and in senior 

software development positions. He is currently the CEO of BlockVis, a company involved in organizing 

blockchain competence and education opportunities and structuring the blockchain market in Latvia and 

abroad. He has co-founded several companies in his career including Fastr, a reading-training application 

development firm, and AssistUnion which builds intelligent and performing web-enabled systems. 

Anatoly obtained his M.Sc. in computer science from Transport and Telecommunication Institute in 2004.

Advisors
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How off-chain trading will work” by Martin Koeppelmann 

“Ethereum Lightning Network and Beyond” by Robert McCone 

“State Channels” by Jeff Coleman 

“Raiden: Scaling Out With Off-chain State Networks” by Heiko Hees 

“Epicenter Bitcoin: State Networks” by Jeff Coleman 

“Universal Payment Channels” by Jehan Tremback 

“Scalability via State Channels” by Martin Koeppelmann 

“Ethereum: Platform Review” (page 30) by Vitalik Buterin 

“Sparky: A Lightning Network in Two Pages of Solidity” by Dennis Peterson 

“An Introduction to State Channels in Depth” by Ameen Soleimani 

“State Channels Wiki” by Jeff Coleman 

“Gamble Channels: Fast Verifiable Off-Chain Gambling” by Denis Peterson 

“Toy State Channels” Jeff Coleman 

“Raiden Network” by Brainbot 

“Machinomy” by Sergey Ukustov 

http://plasma.io/plasma.pdf

https://iota.org/IOTA_Whitepaper.pdf

And MANY others
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